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The Perfume Spray
• Flora Strousse
was
BUTCH
strength

and

four

full

a boy his

for

of

age.

Though wise and full of inward wondering, he was puzzled.
Not knowing why. Butch often felt
as

if

the grandfather's clock stopped
"

"

after "tick

and

forgot to say "tock.

The puzzle all had
mommy. She looked
up and seemed more

to

do with his
Grow^n-

like a

a

like

little girl.

Whenever Butch asked her, "Will
it be soon now^ when Daddy comes

again,

and he'd

Oh,

sigh.

soon he'd be grov/n up

too.

well,

He was

already in nursery school.

Though Butch was

strong,

he

did not climb or tussle. Brown as
a nut beneath the jungle jim, he'd
watch, while names hurting like
sharp little pellets of hail fell down
to strike his

flinching

in

upturned
little-boy

Never

face.

fights,

he'd

dare" or "I forbid"— but she begged,
"Please don't ask me, pet— don't ask

punishment, never
running away, never striking back.
He used his heart of arms to carry
small planks twice the size of himself w^henever the boy bosses wished.
"Bring me that board over there!
Go get the hammer, Butchl
He brought and he fetched and
he lifted and plowed. "You can't
be boss, Butch. Pretend you're a
mule."
So he w^as a mule and he carried
the load.
But load or no load, a
Sissy he stood.
Scairdy Cat too,
no matter the load.
It wasn't so hard not being boss.
Sometimes, it even brought a reward.
There was Joely, for instance, who once said to him,
"Thank you very much. Butch.
You're a nice guy all right."
Then there was Teacher, who

me

often sent

home?" she

knelt

down, eyes

level

with his own, and spoke in a low

Once Upon

a

Time

voice.

will not be soon," she

"No,

would

it

say.

take

plenty

of

"

"But

must be brave."

w^e

Would Daddy want me

"I see.

brave?"
"He does want you brave.

"And

'

strong, too?"

Yes.
"I

am

strong."

Butch

flexed his

A

arm.
"Yes, you are."

"Then why

can't

I

do what other

boys do?

Butch

should

not

have

asked.

Mommy
like

I

would speak up again, not
other Grownups^— "Don't you

you do dangerous things.
it if you got
Then she hugged him and

to let

just couldn't stand

hurt."

cried like a

"Okay,

dulum

soft gifts of praise,

"

little girl.

Butch agreed (the penand forgot to say
"Okay," Butch ^vould say
"

said "tick"

"tock").

down

wnrapped in a smile. "What a
beautiful
painting,
Butchl" Or,
"W^hat a gay, lovely dance!
Sometimes, Butch heard Teacher
speak of him to others. So many,
many people spoke of him to others.
all
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And wKen

tKey did,

was true. Teacher did. She
wrong when she came to

voices

take.

went down. They hummed a song
about him and the song Nvas sad.
Grownups thought Sad Vv'as a seBut Butch knew Sad, and he
cret.

read

it

the

part

story of

Babar

knew how sad it was.
Sad was a promise never

was no

shooting.

nor

never to

hit,

things.

The most

to

their

to

chmo,

speak of certain
special

things

that could not be spoken of were
pistols

and guns and "where Daddy

"Be

Butch,

you

%vin

my

pet,

"I promise."
Alw^ays be careful so as not to
cut on the chin or a
get hurt.
bruise on the knee could always be
healed by Tucking In Praise.

A

my

does it hurt
very much?
You're a very good
You didn't strike back."
boy.
Petted and soothed and cuddled to
sleep could make anything well.
All things but one.

Guns!
guns.

Hunt

It

sw^eet,

All

boys

played

was

bing,

bing,

for unfriendly

the woods.

Cops

with
bangi

animals out in

or robbers or even

a spy. All boys played with guns,
and Joely as well. Nice Joely, who
once said, "Thank you. Butch,
you're a nice guy

all

He

right."

played with guns the same as the
rest.

Another strange thing was about
Sometimes,
pieces were cut out of them.

Butch's

books.

little

A

lit-

and a little piece there.
time in school, during rest period, the Teacher was reading from
tle

hunter

the

shot

Butch knew the

real w^ell.

He

And

there

Teacher
so.
In his Babar book, no one ^vas
hurt. No one v^^as killed.
All the
kids laughed, but Teacher did not.

She

told

just sat there shaking her head.

Grownup had come

a

If

hummed

in,

she

her voice and

lov^^ered

a sad song.

piece here

One

a Babar book, and she

Sometimes

the past.

and keep out

of fights."

"Darhng,

where

Babar's mother.

All Sad began somewhere far in

Mommy."

careful,

all

would have

was.
"Promise me.
never chmb."
"I promise.

It

made a

mis-

it

seemed as

Before but sometimes it
seemed almost like Now^. What
made it now was to wake from a
dream, a dream with a sharp sound
slicing his sleep. Was it a shot or
was it a car? Sometimes a car backfired like that. But could a backfire
far

as

make
make

Mommy

scream? W^ould it
come hurrying in?
People came in and people went
out. But one of them stayed-—-it was
a Mrs. Brown. Why should Mrs.
people

Brown stay instead of his mommy?
She was the nice lady who lived
next to them.

"What was

that noise?"

Butch

asked Mrs. Brown.

And she had said, "Now, you
never mind.
Then Butch had asked where his
mommy had gone; and where w^as
his daddy, he wanted to know. Mrs.
Brown picked him up and said,
"

"Never mind."

But he did mind.

mommy, and
like

He wanted

his

he had screamed,
he alw^ays did now^ when he

woke
came

so

in the night.
in

Mommy

and she
is

Now his mommy
"Never mind.
you go to sleep.

said,

here, so

"
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"WKat was

tKat noise, a car or

"There was no noise.

It

was only

So go to sleep, pet.
a dream.
was only a aream."

It

But the other time when Mrs.

Brown was

there, it wasn't a dream.
heard a noise.
So how
could he sleep when the grandfather's clock always said "tick" and

He had

forgot to say "tocic "?

All of the
that.

Be Carefuls came

And many

Daddy

did

took

it

after

things came, hut

Then one

not.

day.

Butch found a toy gun and

mommy

aw^ay

from

his

him

him, "This thing, oh, my
goodness, we won't play with that!
Your friends play with them, well
what if they do? If they play with
guns, it's because no one ever told
them the truth about them.
gun
isn't a gun— but you mustn't tell!
telling

A

They

are just perfume sprays like

the one on

Butch.

my

bureau.

You

know^.

did

w^as like

Grow^nups,
not
thinking him there, spoke right out
loud about all kinds of things.
Butch used to tell Mommy, but not
any more.
She acted so funny
whenever he did. She cried and
she cried and she walked up and
She twisted her hands and

down.

she said things like "Joely
best friend, isn't he. Butch?

is

your

"

oure.
love

him very much?"
"

"I guess so.

"And you
likes other

Sure.

don't care because he

boys

too,

do you. Butch?"

."
"Well
Then Mommy would catch hold
of him, and her voice sounded like
.

.

You

wouldn't, would you?

wouldn't hurt yourself because Joely
paid attention to someone else? Tell
me you wouldn't, ButchI" And then
she'd squeeze him hard so that it
"Tell

hurt.

Of

me!
Butch wouldn't hurt

course.

himself because Joely liked someHe could remember
body else.
though one time when Joely paid
attention to all the other guys
didn't notice

him— he'd

head just
he didn't

make

would

to

tell

just say,

hurt myself

if

and

stood on his

But

Joely look.

Mommy

that.

"Oh,

I

no,

He

wouldn't

Joely liked someone

"

else.

"Of

course you wouldn't.

"

Then,

Mommy would walk up and down
and up and down. And she talked
She talked to the
to the window.
And asked the question,
could he, how could he have
done a thing like that to us?

door.

"

It

sometimes

"And you

You

"How

You know."

Yes, he did know^.
this;

when she gave Butch medi"But you
he didn't like.
wouldn't do anything silly about it.
it

cine

a shot?"

Butch was always too frightened
ask who he was or what he had
done when Mommy said that. Soon,
though, she'd stop walking up and
down, and stop asking questions.
Then she would come back to him
and say, "Don't mind me, dear, I
to

was a little upset."
"Oh, that's all right," Butch
would always say.
Then there was that day when
Butch went over to Joely's house.
It was swell at Joely's. Fun. Joely's
mama was pretty. She was grovi^iup.

At

Joely's

house,

when

the

other boys weren't around. Butch
was the boss. Joely was a swell

guy.

He was

great.

"
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"ril

bring

planks

the

for

you,

"I

was

teasing," he said.

"Look,

ButcK."

Butch, I'm alive."

And he brought and he brought
and they built and they built.
They had cookies and milk; then
they went out again,
"Lets play on the jungle jim,"

screaming just came.
And then
Joely's mother rushed out from the
house.
She put her arms around
Butch, "What's the matter?" she

But Butch couldn't

"What happened?

Joely said.

asked.

Butch shook his head,
"Are you a Scairdy Cat?
you a Sissy?"
"No, I'm brave."

baby, you're trembhng so."

"Then why

.

,

.

?"

Are

Joely put his

on the first rung. Up and up
he went, and he did not throw
names down on Butch.
Butch chmbed up and swung.
He held with one hand. "I'm a
monkey," he squealed.

"And

I

am

one, too."

be dead," Joely
then he started crying, too.
"Gee whiz, it couldn't
hurt nothing, he said. "It's just a
."
toy gun.

And
"

.

"Why,

.

of course," Joely's

mother

agreed.

Butch hid

in her blouse

and he

kept his eyes shut, remembering the
words of other grownups. "He did

Right through the
So^-"guns can hurt people's selves," he sobbed on her
blouse.
"I know^. Butch, I knoAv,
Joely's mother said.
it

After a while, Joely brought out
his guns.
"Want to play hunter?"

Poor

"I pretended to

exclaimed.

foot

The

stop.

himself.

mouth."

"

he asked.
"I

Then he

binged.

don't think so," Butch said,
me see the red one,

but then— "Let
will

you?"

Into the jungle they went and
soon there were no more unfriendly
animals. They tracked down a terrible robber named Crank,
After
that, they w^ere tired and sat down

on the grass. All of a sudden,
Joely took out his gun and stuck
the barrel into his mouth.
Butch
let out a yell.
"Don't do that.
Joelyl

Joely thought he was kidding and
fired the gun.
Then he plopped on
the grass,

howhng with

dead," he announced.

am

joy.

"I'm

"Oh, boy.

I

dead!"

Butch put his hands over his eyes
and screamed just as loud as he
could.

And

he shook.

Joely sat up.

So Joely's mother knew tool Then
Butch was sure.
"Tick."
There
w^as only one person in all the world
who didn't know. His Mommy!
"Tock."

"You won't

tell,"

Butch

said.

mother knew exactly what
he meant. "Cross my heart," she
Joely's

promised.
Joely looked puzzled but crossed
his heart too.

That night when Butch said his
it was the same as usual.
"God bless Daddy and make him
come home soon." He smiled up at
his mommy and patted her cheek.
She was very, very nice but not
Grownup, "Say, how would you
like me to be your daddy?" Butch

prayers,

asked.

"

A Wreath

for Sivan

• Allison Shumsky

OLD

Swan Anderson

picked
about the coldest day
of the winter to do away
His name wasn't
with himself.
really Swan, of course. It w^as Sven.
just

for years'— as long as anyone in
tKe present generation could rememiber^he bad been known as Old

But

Swan Anderson, one
start

sula.

first

men

to

growing cberries on tbe peninTbe area was famous now

and tbree years
bad been a special ceremony in bonor of Old Swan. In a
sbiny wbite collar and a suit tbat
for its ricb red fruit,

earlier tbere

still

came

smelled faintly of motbballs, be
tbe stage of tbe bigb
auditorium, blinked at tbe

ligbts,

and pronounced

falteringly

tbe words tbat officially opened tbe

Twentieth Annual National Cbeny
Festival. He lived witb bis daughter and bis son-in-law now on the
farm tbat he bad started, tbat bad
doubled and quadrupled and built
a new bouse since be bad first dug
it

out of tbe wilderness.

moaned
bouse,

past
rattling

the

tbe

corners

of

tbe

windows and

sweeping in great gusts of cold
whenever anyone came in or out the
door.

The old man seemed
when they left. He was

all

right

sitting in

and

boots, to

tell

when

they

up in overhim good

was still a nicelooking woman, and Fred was a

man

hearty

with an

prosperity that farmers
to

of jowly

air

had not used

wear.

"Are you sure

you'll

be

all right.

Dad?"

she asked him anxiously,
pulling on her gloves.
"Yes, of course be will," said
Fred. "We're going to be late.
she said. "I
"I didn't ask you,
asked Dad." Her voice softened as
she turned back to the old man.
?"
"You're sure
"

.

.

.

"Yes," said tbe old

man

irritably.

Ain't I old
enough to take care of myself yet?

"Jumpin*

catfish, yes!

Get on with you and let me be.'
as they went out the door, be
added. "Have yerselves a good

And

time."
It

was

still

blowing when he went

He

could bear the wind

to bed.

bowling outside in the dark, tbe
cold,

had been snowing all day,
heavy and steady earlier, and then,
as night set in, hard and stinging
and vicious, driven by the wind that
It

fire

already bundled

night. His daughter

bad stood on
scbool

in,

coats

of tbe pioneers

of tbe region, one of tbe

by the

the armchair

furious,

was held

at

frustrated

wail that

bay only by tbe thin

transparency of tbe glass, thinking

he lay passively beneath the covers: perhaps it will be tonight. Perhaps I will not wake up tomorrow.
Sleeping was like eating now: one
as

of the various functions of existence

performed without desire, without
satisfaction, in the long continuum
of being, that even tbe regular, fundamental succession of night and
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day could no longer divide into compartments of living. Perhaps it will
be tonight. For a long time now,
that had been the last thought in
his

mind

haps

it

before he

fell

asleep.

Per-

And

for a

will be tonight.

long time now, the first thought he
had had on a%vakening was the dull
reahzation: it was not tonight.

But he must have dropped

off to

because the next thing he
knew he heard them coming home.
The door banged; feet stamped off
snow; Fred yawned. Muffled voices
trailed off after the slow feet up the
sleep,

Sounds

stairs.

know

didn't

in

He

the night.

-why they should

make

him suddenly so sad. The house
grew still again, but he lay for a
long time hstening to the wind.

It

was not so hard now; infinitely sad
and gentle hke some soft voice from
the earth, mourning the past. So it
was not tonight, either, he thought.
And suddenly he knew it would not
be the next night, either, nor the
next. It was as if he had known it
all along but had just not realized it
or

had not admitted

it

to himself.

and the room was cold; he
on his face. He did not
know what time it was but there
was no hurry. There was plenty of
time.
It would be Saturday morning and with Jerry and Freda not

covers,

could

feel it

having

go to

to

would be in bed
was nothing to

school,

everyone

until nine.

There

up

in the

get

for

winter.

He

lay there, not thinking partic-

but just vaguely rememberonly half awake. When the
darkness behind the windov^^ lightened enough so that he could begin

ularly,
ing,

to see the dark outlines of the
he got out of bed.

trees,

Dressing as quickly as he could
went out to the kitchen and carefully found the light
switch. It was a fluorescent ceiling
fixture, and he punched exasperatedly at the button several times
in the cold, he

before

it

finally

flickered into

life,

white light making it
seem darker than ever outside. He
hated the hard white light that made
everyone look pale and sickly, that
now gleamed coldly off the white

the

garish

simply the blossoming of the knowledge that had lurked within him all

enamel of the stove and the ice box
and the chromium legs of the table.
He could remember eating supper
on dark winter evenings in the old
kitchen with the big black range
and the single kerosene lamp that
of the room in
left the corners
shadow. It seemed only yesterday
but at the same time uncountable

along.

years ago.

The

dull

thread

of

his

existence

would unwind endlessly, stretching
out straight and sterile forever, leading nowhere. It would not stop of
its own accord.
He knew that now.
With the realization came the resolution that was also not new but

He

lay quietly beneath the blan-

kets vaguely considering the action

he must take.

It

was not

irresolu-

He went

into the

back room

The

tion.

He knew

to struggle into

with

it.

laces resisted his old fingers.

nation.

he would go through
It was merely a procrastiHe was warm beneath the

off

the kitchen, found a pair of Fred's
Bean boots, and sat dow^n on a chair

it,"

them.

leather

"Damn

he muttered, yanking at them

A

Wreath

It had been a long time
had even cursed and it gave
him a sudden thrill of pleasure. He

Swan

for

was important not
He didn't want

irritably.

everything.

since he

forget anything.

said

it

again,

softly,

words pleasantly

feeling the old

mihar on

"Damn

his tongue.

He

it,"

fa-

got the

and straightened up

last eye laced,

with a triumphant sigh, feehng the
ache in his back ease away. "There,"
he said to himself, "I'll bet they
didn't think I could do it." He put
on a heavy mackinaw, feeling the
comfortable weight again on his
shoulders, and lifted Fred's doublebarreled tw^enty-gauge off the rack

on the wall. It had been five years
since he had even had a gun in his
hands and he balanced it tenderly,
feeling the soft smooth metal of the
barrel, the dull varnish of the stock.

When

he had gotten too old to
tramp through the woods, they had
let him go with them sometimes and
sit on a deer trail while they scouted,
but they had not even let him do
that in years.
But he could still
handle a gun. He would show them
that.

until

around in the cabinet
he found a box of shells. They
fished

were sixteens. He smiled slyly as
he put them back. They wouldn't
catch him on a mistake like that.
wasn't so old that he'd take the

He hunted until
he found the box of twenties and

vi^rong size shells.

slipped two of them into the pocket

He would

only need
one. but somehow it seemed incongruous and incomplete to take only
of the jacket.

one

shell for a double-barreled gun.

Nobody

He

ever loaded just half a gun.

found a cap with earflaps and

a pair of gloves

and stood

mohe had

for a

ment, checking to make sure

to

to

After a
he decided he had
everything and was about to leave
when he thought about a note. He
should leave a note for them so they
would know. He leaned the gun in
the corner and tore a sheet from
the memo pad. which he scorned.
incapable.

or

silly

brief tabulation,

(Since

when

couldn't people

what they had

remem-

do?) Taking
the pencil out of the pocket calendar above the stove, he sat down at
ber

to

compose a note.
W^hat he should say worried him.

the table to

He

couldn't just say, "I'm going out

and shoot myself." He considered
for some time, and began finally,
writing as carefully and as legibly
as he could so they would be able
to read the cramped letters.
"I

am an

old man,

"

he wrote.

That was all right.
And perfectly true. But what else?
He thought for a while again and

"Too

old."

then, moistening the lead with his

tongue, went on.

He

He

look

It

for

"I

anything anymore.

more happy and

He

"

by, Carrie.

am not good
You will be

so will

I.

read over

Goodwhat he

had written to see how it looked.
He had had to scrunch up the word
happy to get it all on the line, but
she would still be able to read it,

He

he decided.

coming down

to

finding the note.

could imagine her

and
She would know

get breakfast

She would be all alone when
it and would know before
the others. He didn't want to hurt
He took up the pencil and
her.
"I still love
added another line.
That should help, he
you, Carrie.
first.

she found

"

decided.

He

looked

it

over once
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more

for mistakes,

and

ftncling it all

Ke added one more word.
Dad, scrawled as boldly as he could
rigKt

at tke bottom.

Depositing the note in tKe middle of the table. Ke set a milk bottle

on

it

to

bold

it

in place

and went

outside, careful to close tbe door as
softly as possible.

complaining because the price on
cherries was lower than it vv^as last
year. That was the worst time, but
then it only lasted a few weeks.
Then you could rest and do nothing
for eight months.
It wasn't even
really farming anymore.

He walked

It was going to be a clear, brassy
morning. Daw^n was just breaking,
golden in a burnished sky in w^hich
a few stars still shone, and the wind
was still blowing, swirling the snow
in fine clouds across the already
frozen earth. The cold pinched at
his nostrils when he breathed, and
the sno-w crunched beneath his feet,
but he had dressed warmly and it
was not uncomfortable.

past the barn, noting

disgust the light burning in the

Vi^ith

chicken coop, and started through

up the

the orchard,

rows of

The
was

man remembered how

it

as he toiled slowly through

it.

old

In blossom, the trees were masses of

The barn

stems.

You prayed

in April for good
during the season.
In
May you sprayed the trees and
watched them blossom and prayed it
wouldn't rain or turn cold. In June
you sprayed again and watched anxiously to see what kind of crop it
was going to be. In July you started
harvesting, frantically trying to keep

w^eather

the

pickers

starting

orderly

before

the

and

efficient,

cherries

were

The

symmetrical'-'

black skeletal outlines against the
brightening sky. The regularity was
the only characteristic that the orchard preserved throughout the year.

white delicacy,

year.

were

trees

Silhouetted against the east, the
bulk of the barn confronted him.
that wasn't a barn anymore, but a garage. All it held was
the tractor, the rack truck, and the
car, with a pile of ladders and a
bunch of chickens that had an automatic feeder. There w^asn't any
work to do on the farm in the winter
anymore, just live on the money you
made during three months of the

gentle slope to-

w^ard the w^oods at the far end.

hum

filled

with the soft
caught on

of bees, like clouds

Then

in

the

summer

the

drooped with the weight of the
cherries, their outlines changed, and
trees

when

the crop

was good,

the or-

chard looked more red than green.

And

resumed
and were yellow for a
brief time before the leaves began to
And then they were like this,
fall.
dense and spider5^ None of the old
trees were left, the trees he had
planted himself. They had all been
in the fall again, they

their shapes

cut out, the stumps dragged out
with the tractor years before, and a
new^ improved variety put in. These
trees were all the little sticks put in
and pruned to keep them small
when he was already too old to take

an

active

None

of

it

thoroughly ripe so you could finish

the land.

before they started rotting, trucking
them every night in to the cannery.

borne

now

first

part

in

their

planting.

was his anymore. Only
Only the soil that had
for him and continued

for his successors.

They

A

Wreath

couldn't cKange tKat.
He felt a
kind of pride as Ke trudged along.

He had

started

it

all

and

it

Kad

grown.

was not easy w^alking but Ke
didn't mind. TKe unaccustomed exercise made nim breatKe hard, each
breath recording itself on the cold
air in a dense puff of steam, and his
heart was pumping violently, but he
hardly noticed. There was a happiness and satisfaction in feeling the
muscles working again, still
doing his bidding after so many

old

He was mildly surprised and
a childish delight in the discovery that he could still make them do
what he wanted. He chuckled to
himself. Will they be surprised, he
thought.
They w^on't believe it.
They didn't think I could even walk
upstairs anymore.
years.
felt

had to wade through
above his knees where the
wind quickly began filling in the
In places, he

drifts

tracks

after

was

across

it

him.

In

others,

the

so hard he could w^alk

without breaking through.

That in itself v^^as a pleasure. He
had always been vaguely thrilled
when the crust was hard enough to
walk on. It gave such a feeling of
lightness and power, of somehow a
victory over gravity.

He

hefted the gun and raised

it

to his shoulder experimentally, sight-

ing

down

the barrel.

He

almost

wished a rabbit would pop out so
he could take a crack at him. After
all, he had an extra shell.
It had
been a long time since he had shot
a gun. Would they ever be surprised.

He
ward

Swan

trudged on up the slope tothe woods, up the aisle of

toward the sunrise.

trees

He

couldn't

hunting
the

It

crust

for

line

for

of

know

him.

that they were

He

couldn't see

searchers

advancing

slowly across the landscape, inching through the woods and orchards,
leaving the smooth white land perforated in its wake with long beaded
strings of tracks that w^avered up
the side hills like bubbles in champagne. It was a shame he couldn't,
because the hustle and bustle of excitement would have done his old
heart good. It was almost like the
time, so many years before, that they

had hunted down the bear. Cars
clustered like an accident along the
road in front of the house. But it
was too late now.
There were more than fifty of
them in the search party. All the
men and older boys from neighboring farms had turned out for it, all
willing and even eager to spend a
day in the cold looking for the corpse
of

Old Swan Anderson.

At

first

had been the respectful hush
over them all, huddled almost like
animals against the cold, awed by
the thought of what had happened
and what, any minute, any one of
them might find. But it had not
taken long to wear off. They had

there

started south from the house firsts
working down half a mile, then
svi^inging back for another swath,

methodical and orderly like hunters
quartering a field for pheasants.
And as time wore on, the aura or
It w^as
reverence dissipated.
too
cold to be quiet. The wind scattered their words so that they had
to shout across even the short spaces
that separated them from each other.
Soon the air was riddled with their
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and forth,
and up and down the line by relay,
griping and joking among themselves like a bunch of big-game
beaters. Young Grant Lossing and
Bud Weekes had a bet on between
them as to who would see the old

voices as tliey called back

man

first.

A half-rock to the winner.

But even that soon paled as they
searched all morning and found
nothing, begining to wonder that
anything as big as a human being
(and remaining motionless in one
spot at that) could be so hard to
find, beginning to be hungry and
tired and cold, beginning to w^ish
only that someoner—anyone'— \vould
find him so they could go home.
Fred was toward the west end of
the line, near Cy Reimers. But he
trudged along without speaking,
without even seeming to watch
where he v^^as going. He marched
with his head down.
"

's matter, Fred?" Cy called over
him.
"Nuthin'," he called back. After
a moment he jerked his thumb down

to

where

the line toward

his son, Jerry,

was plugging along between Jim
Rice and Elmer Cavanaugh. "Not
beside me," he said.
his mother's

mad

"Just because

at me,

he has

to

turn the cold shoulder, too."

The
ingly,

other nodded understandand Fred relapsed into silence

again.
looked.

He

felt

as miserable as

His nose—with what

he

feel-

ing it had left— felt like it was dripping; his face and hands were
frozen

stiff

even while

his

body
and

sw^eated under the heavy parka;
his toes

were cramped and burning

and—to make

it

all

from confinement.

worse— itching
Even breathing

drawing the column of

hurt,

solid

cold air dov^n inside the cocoon of

warmth, each breath continuing a
cycle of chills and fever.
Inhale,
chill; exhale, fever.
He plodded on
doggedly, not even lifting his feet
clear with each step no-w but dragging them savagely through the
shaley virgin snow^. watching it
break and crumble around his heavy
boots.

At

least the old

man

w^as dead,

There was that consolation.
It was a hell of a way to
feel, he knew, but it was true.
It
was high time the old man bowed
But hell! that
out of the picture.
The hole in
it had to be this way!
the chest that you could stick your
hand through or the back of the
head scattered over a square rod.
But that was like the old man, too.
He had never been one for the easy
way-— not for himself or for anyone

he thought.

else

All this trouble.

either.

couldn't have done

Not him. He had
tacular
least

burst

fire.

ruined, that

it

simply,

to leave in

of— if not

The
was

He
no.

a spec-

glory^— at

would be
sure— a brand

jacket
for

new

mackinaw^*— and he'd probably
never be able to use the gun again
either.

A

perfectly beautiful

little

Fox-Sterlingworth. His wife would
never have it in the house again
after this.

And

his wife.

That was

the final

turn of the screw, the ultimate outrage. The old man had even turned
his wife against him. As if all the
rest wasn't enough. It would prob-

ably be more congenial squatting in
a snowbank tonight than returning
His own home now
to the house.
as frigid for

him

as the frozen or-

A
cKard, and

all

cent and, Ke

Wreath

because of an innomaintained, per-

still

TKe devil
logical remark.
himself couldn't have been more infectly

sidious.

He

found be bad no trou-

Swan

for

was not tbe words. Of themmeant nothing. He bad
not been awake enougb for mere
words to register. It was tbe desIt

selves tbey

peration, tbe frantic, futile urgency

made bim go hollow inside,
made tbe joints of bis knees and

ble at all imagining tbe old man
witb pointed teetb and little crescent

tbat

boms. Yes, bed certainly done it
up brown. Wberever be was now,
be must be cackling bis old bead off

elbows

witb malicious

glee.

bad been a bad day rigbt from
Waking up bad merely
meant passing from one bad dream
Tbe wbole morning
into anotber.
was a nigbtmare tbat still tbrasbed
around in bis bead witbout making
It

tbe

start.

sense.

He was dreaming wben it
He could remember

all

started.

it

clearly^better tban tbe events of tbe

morning

itself.

It

was a
it bad

terrible

tbe addream, but at least
vantage of not being real. It started
out all rigbt witb bim as representative of Cberry Growers and tben

suddenly unanimously mayor,
crowning a delectable Cberry
Queen. But tben it miscarried. Tbe
queen turned into a witcb and flew
away, and tbere were no cberries
because of tbe disaster, and everybody bad black faces and was starving because nobody bad saved
enougb from last year to tide tbem
over, and tbe banks closed and tbe
wbole town was caving in to pieces
witb corpses in tbe

street

wben

it

ended abruptly. And for tbe
first moment be was only unutterably glad to be awake again, but tbat
cbanged fast, too, bearing not tbe
words but tbe voice:
"skilled bimself. My God, Fred,

all

be's killed bimselfl"

11

tbat

feel as if

they would come

It was
to move.
apart if
the catastrophe in the voice that
made bis flesh tighten over his
bones and that bad galvanized him,

be tried

still

actually

grabbing

for

unawake,
bis

into motion,

slippers,

"What!? What!?"

barking

into tbe flow of

bis w^ife's w^ords.
all too unreal to be real.
he could not rememback,
Thinking
ber (just as in a dream) the continuum of events but merely a sequence
of episodes, of vivid and tangible
It

was

emotions, succeeding each other be-

tween blanks that be knew must be
there but which be could not fill in.
There hadn't been any tracks. He
could remember that. He could feel
tbe cold biting in through his shirtsleeves because bis jacket was not
on tbe rack wben be reached for it.
and tbe painful glare of tbe sun on
the snow, in which, for tbe first few
moments, be probably couldn't have
seen tracks even if tbere bad been

But tbere weren't. He had
any.
walked all the way around tbe bouse
and the bam (in bis shirtsleeves),
but the snow was swept smooth by
tbe wind, which drove powdered ice
stinging into bis face and up inside
his shirtsleeves.

breakfast be bad still been
overcome with the conviction
that the only way to get warm again
would be to go back to bed. As he
ate (tbey had eggs; be could remem-

At

cold,

Four Quarters
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ber that), tKe desire to crawl back
under the covers and just forget

about

it

had grown stronger and

all

stronger until

amazement

was with almost

it

that he heard his wife

say:

"But that he had to crawl away
hke some animal ..."

to die

He had

looked at her, noting
dully and almost with disinterest
the tracks of tears on her cheeks.

"He

had

can't feel the cold," he

said.

She had

just looked at him, blank,

uncomprehending.

"He

can't

it,"

he had

explain to her.

it

re-

some-

necessary

feeling

how

"But we

can."

And

still

she had said nothing,
him as if she had not

just looking at

had

even heard his words but
merely seen his lips move.

make any difference to
he had said. "Why couldn't
he have simply slit his wrists in the
bathtub?"
And that was where it all ended
That was where
abruptly again.
that nightmare ended and this one
began, with the look on her face and
that word that she had said. Bas"It didn't

him,

tard.

"

Bastard.

My

Where

God!

had she ever learned

He

that

word?

wasn't from the
cold. He wished to hell more than
ever that he could just go back to
shivered, but

bed and
his feet

start all

were

back laxly in others
laggers, the whole
incongruously resembling, he

lead, billowed

wearying

by
line

thought, a string of tinsel looped

around a Christmas

it

over again.

killing him.

And

The

old

tree.

They finally stopped for a break
when they reached Lossing's south
forty,

feel

peated,
to

But even that was cold comfort at
the moment.
The line of searchers was by no
means precise. It was long and
ragged now, peaked forward in
places by some stout-legged farmer
or eager high school boy taking the

where several of the

women

drove out with coffee and sandThey clustered
wiches for them.
about the cars, stamping their feet
in the snow, sitting on bumpers and
fenders or just squatting on their
haunches beside them, drinking
gratefully the hot coffee out of paper
cups that warmed their hands. It
helped.

was

His wife

not

among

the

he wondered how long
she was going to stay mad. As he

women and

sat there, feeling the sharp ridge of

cutting into him but
because the rest was
worth it, his son came up quietly
and sat down beside him. The
boy's cheeks were red and firm looking from the cold, and his mouth
drooped wearily. He eased down

the

bumper

not

caring

gratefully

on the bumper and sighed

manfully.

"When
him.

do you suppose we'll find

Dad? he
"

said, extra casually.

man would take his good boots.
He glanced down the row to see

"I don't
Fred looked at him.
know. I'm beginning to wonder if

The boy
hov/ Jerry was doing.
wasn't looking his way, but he was
keeping up pretty well. He's going
to be a real man, thought his father.

we

ever will.

"Oh. I'm

W^hy?
just

tired, that's all.

have

to hide

I

away

getting

kind of

didn't think he'd
this

much.

A

Wreath

Fred laugKed, putting his Kand
on nis son's shoulder and shaking it
affectionately.

They

He

felt

a

little better.

renewed vigor and a mildly
air.

with

started off again

all

"After

all,"

observed

festive

Cy Reim-

no harder than deer hunt-

ers, "it's

enthusiasm didn't last
The afternoon dragged on

their

long.

slowly,

unproductive.

was not
look as

to

Old Swan

began to
would have to start
manhunt the next day

be found.

It

they

if

a full-scale

and sweep the peninsula

More and more
versity of

man was
yond the

it

for miles.

the insidious per-

The

grew on Fred.

old

being stubborn even belast ditch.

Shadows were already lengthening, and the glare of the lowering
sun on the snow made it increasingly difficult to see, and still there
was no sign of Old Swan.
Fred leaned discouragedly against
had finished working a last piece of woods, slumping
against the big old oak with its
a

Swan

tree after they

still-clinging,

scraping

dry,

harshly

brown
together

leaves

the

in

wind above his head. Cy Reimers
came up wearily and leaned beside
him.
"Y' look
"Yeah."

"What

tired,

Fred."

d'ya suppose the old coot

did?
Crawled
hole?"

down

a

rabbit

"Hell, I don't know," said Fred.
"I'm too tired to know anything anymore. Maybe he decided to drown
himself and trekked down to the bay

He

oughta be shot."
Reimers snickered. "Well,
you agree on one thing, at
instead.
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But cheer up. I've got a little something here that will help."
He
pulled a flask from his pocket and
unscrewed the cap.

"Here, have a

slug."

Fred

Sighing relievedly he

did.

handed the
liquor

ing."

But

for

flask back,

beginning

to

feeling the

disperse

"Maybe you're right," said Cy.
"But what gets me is the way he's
done it.
I
didn't think he was
strong enough to get farther than
the barn by himself.
And look.
Running us

all

"Neither did

ragged."
I,"

said Fred. "Nei-

any of us. And the way
we've been w^aitin' on him practically hand and foot for years. Hell,
I should have sold the tractor and
hitched him up."
They were about to start one last
ther did

swipe when Richie Edmonds came
running up from the road, breathless
and hardly able to speak, his shocky
hair sticking out from under his cap

and

his scarf fluttering loose.

"He's back," he yelled.
Lantz— he's back!"

"Who

see

least.

"Mister

is?"

"Old Mister Anderson,"
I

the

hard lump of cold accumulated in
his stomach.
"You know," he said, "I was right
about the old man. I thought he
was getting a bit woozy in the upper
story. Two years ago I tried to persuade Carrie to have him put away
in the asylum. Almost did, too, but
at the last minute she decided she
couldn't.
Wouldn't be right, she
said. I don't know what could have
been righter. It would have saved
us a hell of a lot of mess."

said the

gasping for breath between
words, "the old man^-he's back.
boy,
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me

Missus Lantz—told
tell

to

used

come-

you."

be a

to

*em in that piece

lot of

of v^'oods."

"Well, what the

"

hell,

Everyone chuckled appreciatively

said Fred

words

slowly, separating the

care-

and he went on

leisurely.

"So

I

was

my wind and

unheheving disgust. "Isn't
that ducky?
So there isn't even that, he

just lookin' around.

thought, for recompense.

sparklin' kind of gold like from the

fully in

sittin'

there catchin'

"

After

all

not even dead. Trudging
back toward the house through the
gathering dusk and the wind, there's
not even that. He was too utterly
defeated even to he angry at first,
hut then he thought of the note.
There was that. People who tried
to commit suicide were put away.
The thought gave him new energy.
Maybe it was even better this way.
His wife couldn't raise many objecthis, he's

tions this time.

The

clearly off his rocker.

old man was
One way was

as good as another.

There was

still

a flock of people

room when Fred got
back.
The entry was piled with
coats and boots, and the floor was
messy with melted snow. He went
on in. The old man was in his armin the hving

bay from up

I

could see the

there, all froze over

and

sun that was just comin' up, and on

down

the other side

house

sittin'

down

in the

there

the hill

still

the

dark

half

shadow

at the end of
and the road
stretchin' straight down on the other
side.
And pretty soon a car come

the

rows

of

movin' along

trees

down

the road with

its

town, and I
begin to think how I'd kinda like t'
see the town once more; so-—'I just
walked down t' the road and waited
a few minutes and pretty soon a
car come along—young George
Brockw^ay-— and he let me ride in t'
town with him on his way to work
lights

on, goin' in

still

t'

at the fact'ry."

Fred

left

went out
wife was

the group quietly

to the kitchen,

where

and
his

just putting a casserole in

She

straightened

up,

chair in the middle of the circle,

the

calm and collected

holding the potholders in her hand
and giving him an ambiguous, ques-

ing court.

like

a king hold-

bedroom slippers and
was telling them about

In

bathrobe, he

His pale old eyes shone happily,

it.

and

there

was

satisfaction

and

self-

"Well," he w^ent on with his narnot even noticing Fred's ar-

rative,

"when

pretty tired.

I got up there I was
I'm not much used to

that kind of exercise anymore, so

I

thought I'd sit down and rest
me a bit." He paused and smiled
shamefacedly and then admitted:
"Besides, I thought just maybe a
rabbit or a squirrel would show up
that I could take a crack at. There
just

tioning smile.

"W^ell?" he said.

"Well what? She seemed
"

faintly

amused.

confidence in his words.

rival,

oven.

"What's

the

deal?

The

old

man?"
"George Brockway brought him
He gave him a ride in. Dad
told him he was out for rabbits. He
left him off at Burly' s and brought
him back when he got out of work."
"You mean he stayed in the bar
all day?"
"Most of it, I guess. He said he
went over and saw Cap Arvin and

back.

A

Wreath

had dinner with Kim. I suppose
they spent the afternoon talking over
old times."

"My God. You mean
all

day chewing the

beer while

we

.

.

.

fat

he sat there

and guzzhng

Hell I

?

I

can't

figure it."

for

Swan
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was real anymore. He took off his
boots and sat there in a daze, the
drink in one hand and his foot in
the other, nursing the frozen toes,
hearing the voices and laughter in
the other room, seeing it get full
dark outside, smelhng the pork

too cooped up.
out and do something
for himself for a change."
"Well, he made us get out and

roasting.
He didn't move even
when he heard everybody leaving.

do enough."
There was a pause.

bitten."

"He was

Needed

she

still

all right,

said

just

to get

Apparently

thought the old man w^as
thought Fred. Finally he

it.

"Where's the note?"
She looked him straight
eyes and smiled again.

in

the

"What

note?" she asked with sweet innocence.

"The note. The note he left that
he was going out and shoot himself."

"He wasn't going

himwondering where he had ever gotten such
an idea. "He was just going out
self,"

for

to shoot

she said mildly, as

We

rabbits.

and jumped

just

if

got excited

to conclusions."

Carrie, you're crazy!"

"No, I'm not." she said calmly.
"Neither is Dad. Neither is anybody. And neither^-" Her voice
stayed just as smooth, but got as
hard, as ice. "—are you. Are you?
Everything got fuzzy around the
edges and stopped abruptly again.
No, he thought. No. Four nightmares in one day is too much.
He
"I need a drink," he said.
went to the cupboard, took a double
shot straight, then poured another
"

sat

down

at the table.

he

.

.

Finally he roused himself. "Jeez,"
said.
"I think they're frost-

Carrie smiled.
she said.

w^ater,

"I'll

get

you some

"

He poured another drink and
headed into the other room. He'd
have to say something to the old
man sooner or later. But what the
hell it would be, he didn't know.
What the hell do you say to the
who has not only beat the
very pants off you but made a fool
victor

of you besides, and
knowing it?

The

old

he came

man

in,

all

without even

smiled at him

when

a shifty, innocent, half-

guilty smile like a boy that's been
caught peeking. There was an awkward pause, and then he said:
"Thanks. Fred.
"Thanks?" he said. "Thanks?"
Then he saw that the old man was
looking at the glass in his hand.
"

"WhatI" he said. like somebody
had jabbed him with a pin. '"What!

and

.

Nothing

was

It

He

too

much.

couldn't help

it.

He
It

laughed.

swelled

up

out of him with the irresistible relief like taking a leak after a long
wait.

"This is
"Hell, no," he said.
You're old enough to get
mine.
your own liquor."

Then

the old

man

laughed

too,

and they both laughed and laughed,
while the old man padded out to
the kitchen after the bottle.

A

Further Vieiv
• Richard P. Coulson

In the June 1955 issue of
Salle College contributed to a

Catholic Education Produce

FOUR QUARTERS,

symposium on the

its

topic

the faculty of La

"Does American

Share of Leaders in the Literary Field?"

The problem was approached from

the standpoints of Education, Sociol-

ogy, Religion, History, and Economics; and the questions posed to participants were designed to ascertain, if possible, whether the dearth of

top-rank Catholic literary leaders from Catholic colleges and universities

could be accounted for on the basis of these approaches.
In conjunction with the symposium, this writer sent almost two

hundred

letters of

inquiry to authors, teachers, and literary

questions asked in these letters were two, the

critics.

The

more important one being

this: "Why do not Catholic colleges and universities in the United States
produce an adequate supply of Catholic writers?"
It is the intention of the editors of FOUR QUARTERS to publish excerpts from the responses to these letters during the year 19551956. From the more than one hundred and fifty answers to the questions, some twenty-five representative opinions from thinkers in Gireat
Britain and the United States have been selected.

The
series.

following excerpts, individually identified, are the

Others

will

be published

in

subsequent

issues

first

of

of the

FOUR

QUARTERS.

• Alien Tate:
It seems to me tKat the reason why the Cathohc colleges have not
produced an appreciable number of distinguished writers is that the materials of the imaginative writer today are part of a secularized Protestant
culture; and it seems that a Cathohc education, instead of equipping the
young writer to come to terms with this culture, tends to ahenate him from
it.
I do not suggest that the Cathohc should capitulate to this secularism,
but that he should make every effort to understand it. The great discoveries in modern hterature, with few exceptions, such as the w^ork of Joyce
and of Proust, have been made by non-Cathohcs. The Cathohc writer must

assimilate these discoveries.

Another way

of putting the matter is to say that the Cathohc inteloppressed by a consciousness of belonging to a minority^—a minorwhich lacks a cuhure that can be vitahzed and sustained by Christian

lectual
ity

is

behef.

i6

A

•

«/•
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Powers:

don't have a tKeory with regard
that it is a matter of how
though,
to the writer and college. I would say,
seriously writing is taken at a school (I just don't know if Cathohc schools
are weaker than the others in this respect). Where there are good teachers
of writing— and they need not be professional writers themselves'—good
writers will he found, or at least better writers will be found there than

have your

I

letter

where the emphasis
don't

I

know

is

dated April

11.

I

you

say, so

different.

that there are, as

few

first-rate creative writ-

from our Cathohc colleges. What I mean is I can think of very few,
anywhere. I suppose, though, if you're making a survey you have to spread
your nets wide.
Yes, there is special training that will help creative vmters (if they are
writer has to learn to read as a writer,
that) to discover their vocation.

ers

A

not as a mere reader.
There is an idea abroad in some Cathohc colleges (and in Russia,
though things apparently improved under Malenkov) that content is all,
and the presumption that in art good intentions vsill take care of technique.

A

serious young vsTiter exposed to this heart-warming fallacy will feel
cheated in the end, and perhaps find in a secular school the truth: that
technique is the part of writing that can be taught.

• dohn Dos Passos:
odd, but I'd never thought of dividing up our v^Titers into Cathohc
Didn't Dreiser come from a Cathohc family? To be
perfectly honest, I don't think any college course can produce creative
In my own case, I got a great deal of good training from the envsT^iters.
It's

and

Protestant.

thusiasm for good plain English I found among certain teachers at Harvard
I went to college there, but I don't think that training had much to
do with producing the initial urge.
I suspect that if you made a careful study of the situation you would
find that the overwhelming desire to put impressions down in permanent
form on paper runs in families. It may be that the majority of Catholics in
this country come from families who for one reason or other have never developed the habit. In my own case: my father's father was a Portuguese
immigrant from the Island of Madeira; since he worked as a shoemaker in
Philadelphia. I had thought that my Portuguese (and therefore Catholic)
ancestors were artisans or peasants until, a few years ago I met a distant

when

Portuguese cousin,

men

of the pen.

who

My

assured

father

me

worked

that they were notaries, lawyers,
his

way through law

school

etc..

and wrote
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books and articles on the law as he went along. I honestly don't think it
would have made very much difference to my work'— it might have changed
the content a httle^if I'd gone to Notre

Dame

instead of Harvard.

• Arthur Miiier:
I have never stepped inside a Cathohc college. The statements made in
symposium pubhshed in your school magazine would appear to answer
your question. Writing is a heartbreakingly difficult thing to do well principally because the truth is so difficult to know, even under the best circumstances. If it is in part hedged about with fears and v^^amings against
transgression of dogma, it obviously makes writing even more difficult.
I would suggest you study the French Church, for one, which often

the

seems

They

to

have developed a long-range patience with cultural matters.
employ a Communist artist to design a church, believing,

will even

evidently,

that talent supervenes

momentary

categories

of politics

and

ideologies.

you are ready to make the
a real culture demands— i.e., you have first to w^ant it. Most
Americans want it as they do a luxury, something bromidic or titillating.
haven't got one yet because it is not yet translatable into money or
power. I think it possible that the Church in this country is more the heir
of its environment in this question than it knows, for the fact is, probably,
that non-Catholic colleges are not turning out many w^riters^-or readers—
I

don't believe you can have a culture until

sacrifices

We

either.

• Waiter Kerr:
If there are, as you say. few first-rate creative writers coming out of
Catholic colleges, it is because— until very recently— the attitude of American Catholicism toward literature was extremely parochial, didactic, and
otherwise indifferent. The subject has not seemed of vital importance. I
think all this is changing, and that the next generation is likely to present
a vastly more encouraging picture.

To my mind,

the need

not so

much

for courses explicitly devoted to
Creative writing courses can help
a little: most of the real growing is done after college. But what has hurt
so much is a failure to understand what literature is, "what part it is expected to play, what the function of the arts in life may be construed to be.
In effect. Catholic colleges have had no esthetic until recently; in the
is

creative WTiting as courses in esthetics.

A

Further View
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absence of one, an implied parochial esthetic was substituted. If the general field can be explored in college, and the student given some notion of

what imaginative writing
would tell the student, in
come later.

is

in

its

general,

nature, this

what he

is

would help enormously. It
Doing it can safely

doing.

# The Rev. John W. Simons:
Sometimes I think the problem is stated badly. I do not like the word
"produce." Good v^Titers are not produced, but fostered. Very few colleges provide a serious apprenticeship in creative writing, especially at the
undergraduate level. It isn't enough to discover from what colleges writers
have issued, for the college may bear very little responsibility for the writer's success.
By a like token, the absence of v^iters among graduates of
Catholic colleges doesn't necessarily signify a failure on the part of the
college. Most of the answers you are seeking will be found, I think, in a
careful analysis of the economic status of authorship in the United States.
The economic hazards of authorship are very great, greater even than I had
thought before a reading of Malcolm Cowley's The Literary Situation sup-

me

Moreover, Catholics cannot take shortcuts to a
by birth control or casual female encounters
without the responsibilities of marriage. Then, too, a Catholic writer must
reach an audience wide enough to interest publishers and to guarantee his
own livelihood. That means he must either capitulate to the standards
of prevailing literary tastes of the nation as a whole, or find a Catholic
reading public wide enough and interested enough and mature enough to
plied

with evidence.

solution of economic problems

make

worth

his (economic) while.
not have anything like a homogeneous Catholic culture in the
United States.
do not have as yet a sufficiently large educated reading
feeling
puhlic^one large enough to make the economic risk feasible.
it

We do

We

My

is

that colleges are not so

much

courses (in which, by the way,

I

he accused of failure in creative wnriting
have only a very limited confidence, since

to

they are usually taught by frustrated or unsuccessful or negligibly successful writers) as of a failure to redeem Catholic students from a general
cultural provincialism.

gram

That

is

why

I

am

so interested in

Dawson's

pro-

of Christian Culture.

• George
The
acter of

iV.

Shuster:

real source of the trouble,

American

vsTiting

it

seems to me,

and indeed

of

is

American

that the general charintellectual effort

is

so
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I have watcheci one
different from wKat tKe Catholic instinctively is.
young Cathohc after another get submerged in the stream. The only real
remedy would be strong and brilhant periodicals, and at least one pubhsher with the abihty and means to buck the current. But those Cathohc
magazines which have cultivated creative writing operate on shoe strings.
And there is no publisher of the kind I have indicated.

• Leo Brady:
The

scarcity of Catholic vsT^iters (in or out of college)

might be ex-

plained by the attitude tow^ard writing (especially fiction) which is absorbed
at the lowest levels of Catholic education and in many Catholic atmospheres. This attitude is predominantly a suspicious and negative one. It
is combined with (and indeed grows from) the admonition that didacticism
is

always the primary consideration in

for story-telling or poetry, or

in his mind.

If

he

is

fiction.

playwriting grows

The Catholic with a turn
up with a battery of don'ts
'

ever attracted to writing, he spends a great deal of his

time not-doing.

This attitude carries through to the level of the so-called "creative
writing" class in college which tends to stress the reading and writing of
work by Catholics on specifically Catholic subject-matter. The student
spends a great deal of time trying to define terms and solve problems, and
not

much

•

Sister

time v^riting.

The

Madeleva:

paucity of creative writers in our Catholic colleges

fraction of the general impoverishment in creative writing from

is

only a

which we

to our extreme busyCreative writing is a
generative process and requires both the time and the conditions of generation.
thunder storm can addle a whole nest of eggs under a setting
hen and kill the embryonic chicks. Can you think what the tumultuous
situations of our past quarter of a century have effected in the possible

are suffering everywhere.

Personally,

ness, restlessness, lack of time

and

I

trace this

back

will to think.

A

creative thought of possible writers?
I

know

readily.

of no special training courses that will produce creative writers
Patient, tireless hard work, careful, thoughtful reading selected

with fastidious
of the process.

an intolerance of mediocrity in one's
There are no easy ways.

care,

self are all parts

Engiish 33G:
Introduction to Tragedy
• Raymond Roseliep
September opens like a Shakespeare play^
staccato stab to sunbrown at the wrist,
the sweated collarbone, the brow's dismay:
and boulevards of summer courting twist
beyond oblivion when knowledge reigns
in oxford gray, starched broadcloth, bloodless

tie,

and "tragedy has stemmed from Adam's, Cain
But the minutes drone like a bottled fly.
Skinned loafers interlock; cleats gnaw the
a muscled leg sprawls, corrugates a back;
"... and man is victim to the very core.'
fear and pity stretch upon the rack,
there bursts into this unconsuming hell
the cool catharsis of the 9:1a bell.

While
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s.

floor;
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Afternoon Musie
• Hatton Burke
could
SHE
vember mist

feel the sting of

on her

She

No-

fore she was fully awake. Half
dreaming and half conscious, she
pulled the covers closer about her
chin. She felt an unusual dread of
throwing back the covers and stepping out into a hazy world of snowsharp, mildewed morning. Presently
she opened her eyes to the gray
darkness. The curtain at the win-

dow
air,

ruffled into great balloons of
then spasmodically receded into

corrugated

was

flatness.

The

this w^ay.

.

could scarcely tell where air
stopped and lace began.
At length she slipped silently out
of bed, being particularly careful not
to awaken Jonathan, who was still
sleeping what seemed to her a proShe
found and innocent sleep.

.

w^as because of the

it

the doctor

.

.

.

had said?

.

ror

above the

Her hair,
was the color
Her fingers fum-

dresser.

like the lace curtain,

of the morning.

pushed back loose
and reinforced
the knot at the nape of her neck.
The light was too dim for her to see
bled

head on the pillow, and the
thin gray hair now ruflfled, and she
could hear his heavy, deep breath-

as

she

strands from her face

of his

the netvi^ork of wrinkles that covered her face, particularly at the cor-

ing.

There was a tang in the smell of

She closed her eyes mo-

ners of the eyes.

hand

mentarily and took a deep breath.
Instantly she could remember minutely, as only the intricate shadings of odor could make her do, the

to

under her

She touched her
and the skin

her cheek,

fingers felt spongy, all

its

resilience gone.

She closed the door gently as she
the room. Her soft-soled, old-

and of fog rolling
in from the sea, and her one experience of such a scene more than
forty- five years ago vs'hen she and
Jonathan had gone to the seashore
on their wedding trip.
smell of salt

down

response to the sharp damp cold.
While she dressed, she could see
her shadowy reflection in the mir-

could make out the vague outline

air.

window^

the

some big words she could not
remember.
She could feel chill
bumps break out over her body in

and

she

the

It

what was

curtain

the color of the morning,

eased

and slowly in order not to
awaken him, because, since the doctor had been so insistent upon his
getting plenty of rest, they had
agreed that he should stay in bed
later than he had previously done.
He had protested at first, because he
had always been used to getting up
early and taking a short walk beBut it was better
fore breakfast.
gently

face be-

left

air,

lady shoes

on the

made

scarcely a

sound

floor.

By the time she got downstairs,
she could hear Fronie, their cook,
in the kitchen preparing breakfast.
22
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She

a slight reluctance to unroom door which led
to a screen porch connecting the
kitchen with the main part of the
house. She was afraid Fronie w^ould
felt

lock the dining

be

cross.

She had barely

started along the
porch toward the kitchen w^hen, sure
enough, Fronie, big and round, appeared in the kitchen doorway.
"You oughta stayed in bed on a
morning hke this. Miss Susan," said
Fronie, her round black face cheerful, even through a frown.
"Nonsense.
It's
almost seven
o'clock."

"Well, long's you are up, you
come on in the kitchen out of
this damp air.
You hable to catch

better

cold," said Fronie.

"No, I'm going out to the garden
a few minutes, said Susan, almost timidly.
"Miss Susan, you oughtn't to go

of the air.

It

was a

little

sad to see

that most of the flowers were gone.

would be only a matter of days
before a heavy frost would kill
the remaining chrysanthemums and
late roses.
She found three red
rosebuds almost ready to open and
pulled them carefully. They would
It

now

be nice for the table. Their fragrance mixed with the invigorating
air made her feel almost young
again; she suddenly felt as if she
wanted to skip and sing as she used
to do when she was a child.

About halfway back

to the

house

she stopped suddenly and stood very
still.
She thought at first she must
surely be mistaken, but as she

looked more carefully, she could see
Jonathan standing at the yard gate.
He was a long way from her^-too

"

for

puttering in that cold fog.

enough to
"I have
"I
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thick

slice," said Fronie.

my

thought

I

for the table.

Jonathan

It's

shawl," said Susan.
might get some roses
You know how Mr.

likes

them."

relieved to get out the

her

to

see

was

clearly

enough outlined

to see that

he had on no

Even

his trousers,

white, appeared
be light gray in color. She waited
for him to move, but he stood im-

knew could not be
to

still,

inexplicably

She thought

of calling

go back to the house, but
somehow her voice seemed to turn
around and go backward down her
She stood looking at him
throat.
to

him

to

one of those unmeasurable spaces
and an eternity
^which does not register on clocks,
for

of timc'—an instant

garden

Susan

w^alked

among her flowers.
The dampness was pleasant on her
slo'wiy, lovingly

face,

was a mass of
which she

part of his body

inanimate.

out her.
In the

coat, be-

cause she could see that the upper

mobile, quiet and

worked for them many years and
Susan knew they could not do with-

so that

knew it was unmistakably he.
She was more surprised than ever

and

enveloped in the
pleasant coldness of the morning.
Sometimes Fronie could be unpleasant and a bother, but she had

distinctly

she

screen door-— to be free of Fronie,
to feel herself

him

through the heavy mist, but his body

white.

"Roses!" muttered Fronie as she
turned back to the kitchen.

Susan was

for

far

and she

liked the sharp smell

which spans

like bridges

moments
men-

of consciousness with a sort of
tal

vacuum— the unknown

quantity
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with nothing and yet with

filled

Later, she could not even

remem-

ber going back into the house, but

was standing

she

at

the

window

watching with vague interest the
moving shadows of the slowly lifting fog, when she heard Jonathan
come into the dining room. He was
wearing his coat.
They exchanged good mornings
in their customary formal, ritualistic way, and sat down to breakfast.
As Fronie hovered about them,
pouring coffee and serving breakfast,
Susan waited for Jonathan to notice
the flowers.

"They're very beautiful," he said
finally.

"But the last,
which is a little sad.
That's why I wanted to get them
"Yes,

"

she said.

probably,
this

morning."

"You should not have gone
he

out,"

said.

my

had

"I

shoulders;

shawl

my

around

and you went out with-

out your coat," she said victoriously.

"Coat?"
"I

ten-thirty.

I

want him

to drive

me

into town."

everything.

saw you."
what

"Susan,
about?"

are

you talking

Susan felt a sudden rush of words
on her lips, but strangely she could
translate none of them into sound.
She could only utter a barely perceptible "no," which she intended

summary of her repudiaand unbelief, but which she
hoped Jonathan might interpret as
as a grand
tion

a proportionate manifestation of her
concern. But he seemed to understand all her thoughts and feelings
if she had expressed
them in words. He smiled gently at
her, and she felt determination and
defiance rise inexplicably in her. She
drew herself up proudly, almost disdainfully, and allow^ed herself to become angry. She issued orders to

as clearly as

Fronie in short, formal, almost resentful terms.
She held her head
up and her chin out, and her walk
w^as slow and regal when she left
the room.
After Jonathan and
at ten-thirty, she

made

Ben had
herself

left

busy

Upstairs, she
with many things.
unlocked her few valuable jewels,
examined each piece carefully. She

took out a string of pearls which she
decided she would wear in the eve-

"Eat your eggs. Mist Jonathan,"
said Fronie with benevolent authority.
"I'll get you some hot coffee.

ning. She found a package of old,
yellowing letters.
They were the
ones Jonathan had written to her
before they were married, some of
them over fifty years old. She untied the bundle and read two or
She smiled at their
three of them.
youthful ardor and eloquence.

They paid no attention to Fronie,
but merely sat looking at each other.

looking

Susan did not

trust her voice; she

raised her eyes slowly to his in ques-

tioning unbelief.

"No," he

said.

"

"There will be things
said finally.

"Tell

Ben

to

And

to do,

"

he

then, to Fronie,

have the car ready by

She went from room
at

everything,

to

room,

surveying

each detail, and finding a peculiar
enjoyment in the chill spaciousness
In a
of the high-ceilinged house.

Afternoon Music
china cabinet she found an antique
vase.

was small and

It

delicate,

The

wind was

room and changed the

last

roses into

it.

but said
nothing.
Susan somehow wished
Fronie would grumble and complain
and be sohcitous for her, but Fronie
merely watched in silent approba-

Susan

tion.

all

this

sure

felt

she would

hear complaints when she gave instructions about the evening meal.
She told Fronie to get out the best
silver and put candles on the table.
"And get out a couple of wine
glasses and lay a fire in the library.
I'll get out a bottle of wine, and
we'll have it by the fire before dinner," said Susan, sure this would
cause some surprise, some alarm.

And

"Yes. ma'am." said Fronie.
then, "Is this your anniversary.

Susan?"
"Well

.

.

.

yes,

"

Miss

me

oughta told
"I

...

Susan,
Fronie's

I

sooner," said Fronie.

forgot about

feeling

herself

it,"

rattle of

dead leaves in the
and in the

faintly audible,

surge of color at the horizon,

she could see

little

glisten in gold

pinpoints of light

and purple on the

leaves' last strands of color.

now and

Every

then she glanced

on the mantelpiece.
She found herself watching the pendulum swing back and forth w^ith
monotonous precision.
Once she
at the old clock

it until she could almost
her head going back and forth.

stared at
feel

She forced

away, but
hear the ticking of the
clock, which seemed to grow louder
and louder. The sound made her
remember how she used to practice
on the piano with the metronome
clicking out time, and how^ she had
always heard the mechanical click
louder than the music, how she had
she could

herself to turn

still

nervously and desperately tried to

said Susan.

knew it was in November, but
didn't know it was today.
You
"I

I

fingered

restlessly.

and she admired its pure, classical
beauty. She took it into the dining
Fronie noticed

was wearing,

she

pearls

them
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said

irritated

at

cheerfulness and good

humor.
Late that afternoon Susan stood
for a long time at the library window watching the fading light and
waiting for Jonathan to come down-

She noticed that Fronie had
fire and that she had also
opened the big piano. Susan wonstairs.

laid the

match its infallible preshe had almost always
lost.
Her anxiety had made her
miss notes or lag behind in tempo
so that music and mechanics worked
keep up,
cision.

to

And

at cross purposes.

She

a resurgence of her dismetronome, but it nevertheless made her suddenly want
As she moved
to play the piano.
across the room and sat down, she
wondered whether her fingers could
any longer produce the music she
felt

taste for the

felt

like

playing.

She

sat,

stiff-

she stood, tall and coldly majestic,
sharply outlined in the graying light.

backed, striking chords and trying
She had played so
to remember.
little during the past year, and her
fingers, now grown big at the knuck-

In violation of her outer

les,

dered

if it

might not make her

better to play a

little.

feel

Nevertheless,

serenity,

she nervously touched the string of

were too

as once they

stiff to

move

had done.

as rapidly

She

tried
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to

remember sometning that was

not too

yet not too

difficult,

long as it was
She thought at
the Carnaval.
That v^^as

Perhaps a

bit gay, as

dignified

gaiety.

once of

sad.

gay, certainly, but a httle sad, too,

As

as all gay things are.

she thought of
there were

could

soon as

she w^ondered

if

any of the pieces she
Not one of the

play.

still

satiric

it,

waltzes,

because

certainly,

they were too fast and brittle and
And
required too much virihty.

some

of the others w^ere too flippant,

even

if

she could have played them.

The "Chopin" perhaps would

do,

though it required a more agile left
hand than she now had. All at once
she remembered the "Aveu," and
Icnew that

it

been trying

was

just

what she had

to think of.

required

It

nothing much of the fingers; it was
not too fast, not sad, but quite a big
and beautiful piece, even though
she remembered that it covered only
four nnes on the printed page. She
played it through once and was
pleased at the sound. It made her
feel

peaceful.

She

sat

perfectly

and listened
once more to the wind, which no
longer seemed so sharp, and to the
clock, which was now gentler.
Fronie came quietly into the room
still,

the piano silent,

carrying a silver tray.

On

it

were

the long-stemmed wine glasses, the
bottle of wine, and the delicate

china vase with the three roses.
Fronie struck a match to the fire,
and it blazed up, filling the room
with a subdued, undulating light

which

cast strange

shadows on the

wall.

"Mist Jonathan almost dressed,"
"He be down in a few

said Fronie.

minutes."

"Thank you," said Susan. "I'll
play a bit more while I wait."
Fronie, who was now through
with her arrangements of the tray
and

flowers,

hesitated

awkwardly,

silently.

"What
Susan

"Miss Susan,
tated,

Fronie?" asked

is it,

in a low, anxious voice.
.

.

."

Fronie hesi-

her voice breaking slightly.

She put her hand to her cheek and
turned her head.
"You'd better see about dinner,
now," said Susan gently.
"Yes, ma'am. I had. I think I
hear Mr. Jonathan coming down
now."
As Fronie left the room, Susan
heard Jonathan's step, slow and uncertain, on the stairs. She straightened herself at the piano again, and
began to play the "Aveu" once
She thought it would be
more.
good for him to hear it, too.

Suffer the Little Ones
Claude F. Koch
I

THE

poinsettias

and hanging their masking
of Spanish moss down
the slant lines of the wooden man-

were flakes of

walls

among the cKin-KigK,
economical green leaves on
red

streamers

in

How

either side of the plain white dull

sard roof.

and Father Havilland stood
there enjoying them before he went
in.
It was their frail cleanhness
against the lumpy surface of the

ironies, the structure

cracked

wood

that he liked^— so typi-

stained

glass

shops

of

imported from
Glastonbury.

all

its

Our Lady
Canon Havilland

of the

SnowsJ

smiled

And

he

called the occasion last year

re-

when

two nuns from Catholic University
had arrived late one night to attend
the Nuclear Conference at the University of de Leon (a former Baptist
Theological Seminary raised to the
po^ver of a state institution), and
walked down from the Atlantic
Coast line station along Masonic
Road, where all the churches were,
and stopped at the two that seemed
most likely before they had reached
his and he directed them to the one
least likely—which was Father Dobbin's. The huge Methodist church,
with its brick tower surmounted by

the

He

hked them both^he was tolerant
without being condescending^and
if his own St. Wultham's was more
Old World (and he beheved that a

High Anghcan church should be).
Father Dobbin's Our Lady of the
Snows was as native as a Roman
Cathohc church could be in what
was, he could not help but feel, a
basically ahen society.
Or, more
ironically perhaps, a society that
had grown ahen— because Canon
Havilland, who was a gentleman
and a student of history, knew that
here in Key de Leon the Spanish
chevaliers who sought a life-giving
spring

for

perficial at once.

with subtle delight.

South in a way that his
own church entryway was not typical.
His door was heavy oak and
gothic, Enghsh gothic, with leaded
cal of the

craft

well,

belonged! The
ironies were metaphysical and su-

door,

a lighted cross, the glorious Presbyterian rose

window, his own tasteful
which the very best

gothic chapel in
of

the

architectural

was

tradition

perpetuated both inside and out (he
Inknew this without pride).
deed, they all looked more Romish
than this Emersonian clapboard
The gold cross was
courthouse.
lost in the thickness of the live oaks
masking it— and who could blame
the poor nuns for being slightly put
.

throughout Florida had

planted a Papal cross one day.
Father Havilland tapped his underlip and reflected with well-bred
good humor on the thick limbs of
the live oaks hugging the clapboard
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TKey Kad passed

it twice withcould be other than
the Church of Christ Scientist.

out.

out thinking

He
He

it

opened the door.
paused for the barest moment

velope from his pants pocket w^ith
blunt fingers. "Sug," he addressed
the dog, "take this to the Canon.
Disregarding the paint on his hand,
"

he rubbed his close-cropped scalp.

to consider the statue of the Little

The dog lurched

Flower by the holy water font. Involuntarily his left eyebrow raised
shghtly and a minor sigh escaped

the letter in

his

gentle

hps.

The

hly

in

her

hands was a violent white, and the

gown was a
flected

violent blue.

and walked

He

quietly

genu-

down

its

over to him, took

teeth,

and waddled

tow^ard Havilland.

"How
Canon

your mother today? the
asked. He glanced down at
"

is

the envelope.
"Irritable," said the painter.

and

got her a

I

fifth

"Sug

yesterday."

the center aisle toward a bulldog,

seraphic grin lightened

a can of paint, a stepladder, and a
bulky figure in slacks and T-shirt

bulky

all his

A
fea-

and completed them. One
fist was
slammed into the

tures,

mounded on

the steps of the sanctuary and viciously drubbing at the

palm of the other. "Didn't offer
any explanations. Just went in^

with a brush.
friend," he said, "won't anyone do that for you?"
The Enghsh bulldog lumbered
over to where he stood by the altar
gate and wagged its stump of a tail.
The man in the T-shirt did not hft
his head. It was a huge head that
left the disturbing impression of a
cannon ball; all the features were
rounded, but somehow unfinished.
Father Havilland tilted his own
gray shock and peered with affection over the thin gold rims of his

they

risers

"My

glasses.

It

would look

well, indeed,

on a platter, he thought.
"Johnny Brashear won't pitch in
unless I use mahogany.
I want
green."

"But

fifth

of Seagram's,'

faces

rolled

yknow^^-^and

on the counter.

bill

said.

I

on the

Hoor."

'A

Their

The

painter slapped a knee.

Canon Havilland

read aloud from
and w^ith unnecessary distinctness enunciating
each word and thereby indicating
the envelope, carefully

his disapproval.
" From the B. J.

Foote ProgresLaboratory Extension,
University of de Leon, de Leon.
sive School,

Florida' to 'Rev. William Dobbin,
R.C. Church of Our Lady of the
Snow^s, de Leon, Florida.' "
He

looked over his spectacles at the
"You should not have done
priest.
that,
he said mildly.
"Do you
think it wise?
"

surely.

member
"They
Father

Father, some other

of your congregation
all

."
.

.

want mahogany."

Havilland

gestured

"

"Sug scared
yesterday.

one

hand in protest.
Then let me help you," he said.
The painter raised a direct and
belligerent gaze. He jerked an enslender

know me

all

planked a

back

to

left at

"

off the postman again
Father Dobbin went

his painting.

"That was

the Baptist Memorial."

The Canon watched

his friend:

a fastidious yet compassionate halfsmile deepened the proper furrows

Suffer the Little Ones

He balanced tKe envelope against tKe nail of a delicate
of his face.

thumb.
the Foote Cadets are going

"So

to visit you.

These

boys

had them
and girls

last w^eek.

I

are

quite

thoughtful."

"Yes. they're

goin'

me.

visit

to

Interdenominational tolerance
They'll
Progressive education.
.

.

.

.

.

.

show up for ten o'clock Mass Sunday, and for Benediction."
The Canon carefully placed his
gold-rimmed spectacles on the first
pew, removed his black coat and
folded

it

lengthwise, unhooked his

"Do you have an
clerical collar.
old pair of pants and a shirt? he

He drew
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both ascetic hands

down

and back

the sides of his temples

along the frame of his glasses. "I
he said.
to vespers now,
"There are advantages to a stone
church."

must go

"

Father Dobbin pounded the altar
and Canon Havilland saw
with dismay a drop of paint splatter
against his creased black trousers.
steps,

"Now you're on the right track.
Canon," the Roman priest roared.
" Thou art Peter, and upon this
"

rock

.

.

.

'.

The Canon

my

smiled.

"Good

day,

friend."

asked.

The dog, Sug, accompanied him
down the aisle while Father Dobbin

hoped you'd come," said
"I
Father Dobbin. "They're over St.
Patrick's arm."

watched. He continued to watch
as the door closed and the steps of
the High Churchman echoed along

*

the pavement outside. He flung his
paintbrush toward the lid of the
can and settled his head in the

"

*

*

When Canon Havilland prepared
to leave, rising unsteadily from his
knees in Father Dobbin's baggy
pants, his nose daubed across the
bridge with forest green and forest
green across the fine bones of the
knuckles of his hands (at which he
glanced with something like shock),
the light from the unpainted window

in the clerestory of the apse

spare

and

indirect.

He

was

sighed and

adjusted his collar.
"Father," he said reprovingly, "do
you think, perhaps, that the lavender
of the panels might clash with this?"
Father Dobbin grinned. He spoke

from the left side of his mouth only,
and then as though he were shouting

down an insurrection.
make em sit up and

"It'll

But he did, thinking that she
would find out from the Negro
cleaning woman anyhow in one or
their interminable arguments over
His mother did not un"toting."
was from
"toting"^she
derstand

Vermont. And caged in the rectory
by a heart ailment. "Stealing me
Stealdumb, and blind.
voice
her
and
ing me bone dryl"
left
Sarah
as
gradually
rise
would
deaf,

.

.

.

Father
with a baffled
Indeed, though he ban-

the house with her basket.

Dobbin bore
sympathy.

take

he said.
Father Havilland sighed again.

notice,

"

The B.
round palms of his hands.
"I'd
muttered.
he
Cadets,"
Foote
J.
better not tell Mother."

this

it had occurred
him that his way was not made
easier by Mrs. Dobbin.

ished the thought,
to
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"Are they going to be in uniShe was propped up on the

form?"

sofa in the reception room, waiting
to

pounce upon the infrequent

vis-

itor.

"Of

course not. Mother.

that kind of organization."

Dobbin had never

It isn't

Father

quite been able

convince himself that he was
grown up before her— it did not seem
fihal somehow— so the mannerisms
of his boyhood that still plagued
him increased in her presence. He
shuffled across the room hice a lightheavy\veight gone in for wresthng—
his short arms pumping toward a
headlock, his steps suggesting an
imminent feint or jab.
"Then I assume it's all right, and

to

we

will bear with them."

Mrs. Dobbin settled her jaw with
a preparatory shake of her head.
She alw^ays "bore with them for the
Father's sake."

But the

priest v^^as disturbed as

he entered his cluttered office. Books
he had never read and never hoped
to read tottered in irregular piles
against

Friends

Lady

the

walls;

files

and Benefactors

of the

productive

Snows

lot)

"

own

of

"The

Our

dismally un-

lay a discarded

on a card table in the
his

(a

of

hand

corner. Across

desk, prayer books. Catholic

Action Pamphlets, and mimeographed solicitations buried the unpaid (because forgotten) light and
gas bills that were a source of almost daily contention between those
He
and Mrs. Dobbin.
utilities
shoved the debris aside and rested
the great circle of his

head on the

smaller

hand.

circle

of

his

Sug

grunted to an ungainly mass at his
feet.

The phone rang.
Father Dobbin started and poked
ineffectually at the

mass of papers.

he called as he picked up
the receiver, "did we pay that light

"Mom,

"

yet?"

bill

His mother's voice was

lost in the

slow, precise, hominy-and-grits ac-

cent on the wire.

"Reverend Dobbin?"
"This is Father Dobbin."
Reverend DeWitt Jones
"Yes.
Reformed Agrarian Church
here.
"

of Christ,

sir.

Father Dobbin thought of the
Seagram's.
"A matter of prime importance to
the churches of de Leon has come
up. Reverend Dobbin. The Ministerial Association is circulating a
fifth of

and though you

petition,

uh, a member,

sir,

we

are

not.

w^ould like to

about

have you with

us.

Sunday stand

of Ringling Broth-

ers.

It's

this

."
.

.

"The
sat up.

circus?"

"I'm

all for

Father Dobbin
You people
it.

"

selling tickets?

"Ah, not exactly."

"A

benefit for the churches, eh?"
Father Dobbin grew enthusiastic.
"Count me in, by all means."
The slow accents quickened per"I'm afraid. Reverend,
ceptibly.
that you do not understand. They
want to show^ on Sunday.

"Well, I certainly hope it's after
Mass, or I won't get to see it." Dobbin's jovial voice

was a lightened

growl.
"I see," the

moved

icily

Reverend Jones' voice

up and down

"Well, good day,
Father

the scale.

sir.'

Dobbin slammed down
and pounded the desk.

the receiver

Suffer the Little Ones

The pnone rang

again,

and tke

with sour restraint:
see here, he said, "I think

priest spoke

"Now

"

."

this is utter nonsense.

.

.

A feminine gasp on the other

end

of the wire interrupted him:
this the

"Is
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Wultham's
service

week—where

last

the

is

.

.

.

the

quite similar to

I understand.
So the young
people are now quite anxious to
visit you."
The voice ground to a
sweet and ponderous halt.

yours,

Reverend Dobbin?"

Father Dobbin sat

silently, look-

Father Dobbin rolled his eyes
and groaned. "Yes," he said in a
clogged voice.

the general disorder of the room.

There was a pause. Very quietly
and precisely the voice began. Dob-

Persus' voice

bin strained his ears to hear. The
bulldog cocked its head and gazed
at him.
"This is Mrs. Shelby Persus, faculty moderator of the D. J. Foote
Cadets." Father Dobbin swept the
desk with his arm. Sug shook off

and

the

Cathohc Action Pamphlets and

slouched with a disgruntled air to
the corner under the card table.
"You have probably received my
letter?

We

are

visiting

all

the

churches in the interests of understanding." Dobbin thrust his chin
forward to speak, but no wedge
could be inserted to clog the words
that moved as implacably as dray
horses

to

their

inevitable

resting

Mrs. Shelby Persus fashioned her very commas in three dimensions, surrounded them with the
threat of her presence, and moved
on^-leaving the memorials behind.
"We are considering the churches
from every possible point of view.
place.

As

foci

around which the various

Sug and

ing at

"Are you

"We

be very glad to welSunday, Mrs. Persus.
at ten, followed by Benereserve the first two
I'll

will

come you

Mass

is

diction.
'

pev^'s.

"Three, please.

He
desk,

against

the

and pounded one huge

fist

stood,

Dobbin butted
mouthpiece.

his

"We

."

phenomFather

chin into

were

at

the
St.

If it

were only

the adults— those

who had

prevented

having a scout troop, those who
blocked his option on the old Seuter
place for a convent and school,
his

those

who

isolated or ignored or

and

.

teetering

into the other palm.

aged

.

Her voice was
"Thank you.

"

tian formalism, as manifestations of
social

"

suddenly embarrassed.
Reverend.

dences of the gradations of Chris-

of Christianity

Reverend?" Mrs.

came sharply through

him, and he answered as gently
jovially as he could; yet somehow his voice slipped from his confinished
trol and before he had
the sentence, the normal harshness
broke through^-a harshness that
had been the despair of his speech
"You
professors at the seminary.
sound," old Father Perrer had said,
"like a caricature of Brooklynese."

ritated him.

enon

there.

and

to

levels of society are grouped, as evi-

—one might say— the

the card table

or those

who

ir-

encour-

ape his walk
manner of speaking on the
streets by aping him themselves in
their homes ... if it were only the
adults against whom he waged perpetual and gusty war.
their children to

his

.

.

.
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He slammed

his

into Kis

fist

palm

again.

wKo noticed
But the cKildren
much, would have been so impressed by St. NVuItham's. before
.

.

.

so

whom

even a particular way of reading the Gospel (his own clumsy
way, perhaps) might offer scandal.

.

.

.

There were the two Jesuits in
chemistry

graduate

who

adminis-

Newman

him the

Center
at de Leon*— he could have a High
Mass, and one could sing and one
could dehver the sermon. Ordinarily they said masses only at the
tered for

Our

Center, and their presence at

Lady

of the

Snows would not

sent externally the church as
.

.

.

externally.

.

.

pre-

was

it

.

Father Dobbin slapped his thigh,

and when Sug had

way

puffed his

and

snuffled

across the room, the

priest settled his

huge palm gently

in the rolls of flesh

about the ani-

"An old, clumsy,
comical dog," he said to himself.
But there was a place even for the
dogs of Christ^the question, of

mal's thick neck.

course,

was

if

this

were the place.

.

.

.

Fifteen or tw^enty teen-agers who,
five years before w^hen he came to
de Leon as a replacement for the
dignified and native Father Beaufort of the flowing white locks, had
probably done their share of mock-

ing

him down

the streets

.

.

.

too

now, of course, for the B. J.
Foote Progressive School did instill
manners.
The door bell rang. "Billy," his
mother called, "if that's the Sodality, let me handle them."
It
vv^as
not the Sodality, but
Father Havilland.
polite

.

.

.

have come back

"I

remind

to

you," said the Canon, "that my organist is at your disposal in case
yours should have another ... ah
.

.

.

Saturday night."

difficult

"Do you remember

the Victory
gardens at the Seuter place?" Dobbin bulked ungraciously across the
light, and the Canon nodded sympathetically.
"I
have been thinking
them," said Father Dobbin.

"The papers,"

the

said

about

Canon,

"say that this will be a stormy w^eekHe
end—perhaps a hurricane."

one

lifted

hand

green-striped

in

farewell.
"I'll

Dobbin

remember."

closed

the door. Mrs. Persus and the vicThe particular plot
tory garden.

would not grow for anyone else, and
there was no reason why it should
But somehow she
grow^ for him.
to thinks— or at least he
thought she seemed to think^that
that demonstrated without doubt

seemed

position,

the

utter falseness of his position.

As

the

of

falseness

though

to say:

"Now.

the true Church.
especially

his

.

.

if

."

yours were

And what

annoyed him was that he

The vegetables
did feel guilty.
should have grown. Where were
they all when the tomatoes withered^the Little Flower, and St. Patrick,

and the

rest of

them?

He had

heard her that day, out there at the
old Seuter place, when he bent over
the dismal rows, conscious of the
uncouth figure he presented in his
T-shirt and slacks: "Well, Reverend, you're not having any luck
That did it^St. Peter's
either."
shook, and Lateran cracked at the

Suffer the Little Ones

He sat down with Kis hand in the
ola clog's mane again. Our Lady
could accept it all— embarrassment
and shyness and defeat and rebellion.
But no prowler laughed at
Sug

in the dark.

"Son," his mother called querulously, "I think I'd better have a
drop for the night."
Father Dobbin grinned suddenly
at a memory and as suddenly grew
Defiance was one thing,
pensive.
but scandal was quite another and

more

subtle.

people should

at best,

strange dreams that at the

moment

of their conclusion correspond at all

points with reality.

Abruptly, so

those young

that his

mock

at

His church?

pressed a foot pedal, he slapped shut
the Testament.

Father Havilland stood as dehpoised as a Fra Angelico
monk on the pulpit and looked distantly over the small

gregation that yet

and

select con-

filled his

chapel,

past the carved oak doors of the bap-

and the fluted stone of scaled
shaft and rosette. One segment of
his mind dealt precisely and charmingly with the text: "A Sower Went
Out to Sow His Seed," and if he
had shpped once in his commentary and said "Persus" instead of
tistry

not one of his enwrapt
congregation noticed it. But his de"curses,"

distracted

air

stemmed

from another concern. He knew, or
thought he knew, more even than
Father Dobbin himself, the issues
that might be joined in the clapboard sanctuary down the street. It
seemed to Canon Havilland that
they were being joined throughout
the world, wherever righteousness
and justification mistaken for the
appearance of things could not rest
with mercy and humility— inarticu-

and

manifestation.

Dobbin was,

if

cately

late

And Father
such a poor
external symbol of mercy and humiuty that— just as a sportsman— the
Canon feared that the issues could
not escape muddying.
"... but, we bear witness to the
Word by our presence," he concluded—and started, as though he
were aw^akening from one of those
human

And

II

lightfully
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baffled

and perverse

in

its

organist involuntarily

"You," he pointed at the organ"come with me."

ist,

It is

not permissible to think that

in heaven when
Michael armed himself against Dis,
but if there were, the next three minutes might have stood as a demon-

there

was confusion

As Canon

stration of

it.

precisely

armed

Havilland,

every

at

point,

glanced at his pocket watch and

saw

that

it

was

ten-thirty,

and as

his startled congregation glanced at

him, and as his organist blushed at
the wail her pressure on the foot
pedal had produced, and as the
Canon stepped with well-bred determination down the aisle'—it

seemed that the universal calm and
moderation of Anglicanism gathered
At the opened door.
to the battle.
Father Havilland recoiled prudently
from the windy drive of rain and
reached back for his umbrella from
the rack by the holy water font.
Puzzled, but unquestioning, the organist did the same.
«

«

«

His organist had had another difSaturday night. And as a re-

ficult
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tKe three

suit.

temperamental Ar-

menian ladies^-wKo Kad aescenaea
in a scrabble of broken English and
golden voices upon Kim at tne opening of the academic year, but

who

demanded an organ accompaniment
/—refused to sing. His own Armenian vocabulary was inadequate to
The mutual misunderthe event.
standing grew, and the three Armenian ladies left to spend the
week-end in Miami. Father Dobbin decided, then, that there would
be no singing during the Mass, and
he only regretfully consented in his

mind

to a general singing of the
congregation during Benediction. It

was when

was finally cut
and in the church

the light

off in the rectory

that he decided to by-pass the Jes-

and say the Mass himself-— for

uits

Father Dobbin was by then an

irri-

man.

tated

But as he vested in the wooden
panelled and chilly sacristy before

Mass that Sunday, his
became resentment, and
the resentment grew to include his
congregation. Through the sacristy
door he could see them gathering on

ten o'clock
irritation

Gospel

poor whites
with their sallow daughters and
homely sons, the over-dressed middle-class families—coughing wives
and sniffling children, the painted
adolescent girls and unshaven stuthe

dents.

who

side,

the

He

vi^as

knew, by elimiination,
on the Epistle side. The

Foote Progressive School was
and Mrs. Persus
herself headed the Confederate
Dames. He boxed the ears of an
altar boy who passed him on his

D.

J.

exclusive indeed,

way
gum.

to

light the candles,

The

bell in the

chewing

wooden

cu-

pola vibrated through the sacristy.
Father Dobbin knelt at the priedieu by the Virgin, thinking of
the Juggler of Our Lady, who had
nothing, either, to offer except the

clownish movements

of

and the

desire

inarticulate

his

body
of his

When

he arose to follow^ his
boys in their w^orn surplices onto the altar, he was weaving like a cautious boxer entering a

heart.

two

altar

ring.

He knelt on the forest-green steps,
and the harsh light from the unstained clerestory windows of the
apse fell impartially and acidly on
the lavender panels and the green
steps, on the imitation stone altar
and the frayed surplices of his boys,
on the dented candelabra and his
own faded vestments. Behind him
and to his right, a baby cried and a
missal dropped, feet shuffled late up
the aisle, and feet scraped in the
chilly

confines

of

the

pews.

A

woman's angry whisper: Get yo
feet olf'n there," came clearly to him
^-but no sound stirred behind him
to

his

left

.

.

.

except,

when he

mounted
a

the steps to the tabernacle,
sustained and almost precise

movement

indicated

a

concerted

activity there.

When

he turned after the Gloria,
though anticipating a
blow, he saw the D. J. Foote Cadets
for the first time, and he looked particularly hard at Mrs. Persus. who
seemed ill at ease in her interdenominational experience. The Cadets were pressed to hold their own
feinting

in

the

as

three

front

rows,

for

the

church was quite unaccountably full
Johnny
and noisier than usual.
Brashear's five children pushed and

Suffer the Little Ones
sKoved in
Persus,

pew behind Mrs.

the

and Father Dobbin derived

some cold satisfaction in the thought
had at least gotten the green
paint on; he met Johnny Brashear's
eye and knew that this point had
that he

registered.

The Hattons, who

usu-

were
two of

ally entered at the Elevation,

up

crow^ding

them, not quite
of the

aroma

And

the aisle.

he w^as

free,

of the

sure,

morning chores,

shoved into the first pew beside the
Foote Cadets'— disregarding the
usual inefficient efforts of the usher
to maintain order. One of the Hat-

Sug by

ton children had

chewing

altar

"Oremus,"

He
light

boy

Father Dobbin.

wheeled and dodged. The
in one of the sud-

was fading

den winter showers, and in the
squat box of the church, those few
who had brought missals would be
straining

their

eyes to

in the

see

diminishing glare from the frosted
shabby,
panes high in the walls.
shabby church, he thought, as he
stumbled through the Latin epistle,

A

mounting

the flush

his

huge round

cheeks to the roots of his cropped
hair'— a shoddy celebrant and a
shabby church.
.

"Deo
chewing

.

gum-

I

.

may he enabled

ivorthily

announce Thy holy Gospel

.

.

.

I may worthily ana becomannounce His Gospel

^^that

ingly

announcements

difficulty,

leaning over the lectern

with his eyes six inches from the
book— as he would have done even
if there had been light to switch on.
Then he looked up and teetered for-

ward on

his toes.

seemed

was

outside

to

him that the storm

but that
within the graying confines of the
church hardly a sound except the ocincreasing,

casional cry or word of a child now
disturbed the silence that waited for
him. There was a haze before his
eyes that prevented his distinguishing the D. J. Foote Cadets or even

Mrs. Persus clearly from the Brashears and the Hattons and the
others who were isolated as much
as they from the threatening clamor
outside. Then he had no doubt that
he v^^ould say the appropriate thing,
though he strained his eyes without
success to decipher the scrawled
notes that he had made for his sermon. He crumpled the notes in his
hand, and looked serenely upon his
people:

have been getting phone calls,"
"about the circus. Let me
tell you that there's nothin' the matcircus on Sunter with it at all.
day is the most normal thing in the
world— for certainly He wanted us
to laugh and to be like little chil"I

altar boy.

.

^^that

with the Gospel and
tucked under
his arm.
In the uniform grayness
he read the Gospel with his usual
as a pulpit,

the

.

gratias," replied the

"Munda cor meum," Father Dobbin petitioned as he bent over the
."
altar, "ac labia mea.
to

slapped the walls as Father Dobbin
turned toward the lectern that served

It

replied.

said

Rain walked across the roof in
gusts of violent wind
and the branches of a live oak
intermittent

the collar.

"Dominus vobiscum," Father
Dobbin said.
"Et cum spiritu tuo," the gum-

53

.

.

.

he

said,

A

dren.
said,

Suffer the
to

little

come unto

children.

me— for

He

their

Four Quarters
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kingdom. He said, is the Kingdom
of Heaven. I want you to go to the

when

storm clears—'as it
surely will, for even if God did not

circus

this

Chamber of Commerce
would'— I want you to go; it'll do
interfere, the

you good ...

dom

to enter into the king"

of the children.

.

.

.

Father Dohbin hfted his left arm
a short jab that could have
warded off a right haymaker:
'We've painted the altar steps
green, as you can see.
And it
looks fine by candlehght," he said
blandly. "It was a real community
undertaking.
He paused for this to take effect,
in

'

and cleared

his throat.

"And when

it's

time for Benedic-

been thinking it might be
better if we didn't have the choir
singing, and that you all join in as
so many congregations are doing
ever^T^ hour of the day all over the
tion, I've

world."
Father
Persus,

sneeze

Dobbin peered at Mrs.
who was smothering a

in

her

handkerchief.

He

turned with a serene mind to the
altar.
"Credo," he intoned.
The Elevation and the Communion grew in their greatness under
the tranquil gestures of his hands.

As he moved down

to the railing

with the ciborium, he saw with

sat-

isfaction the Brashear family close
to the green steps,

ton

girl in

and the slow Hat-

the center of the long line

communicants—kneeling where
always knelt and where she
would persist in kneeling until he
had replaced the vessel in the tabernacle, snarling the moving line with
of

she

perfect composure.

He looked over their heads at the
Cadets, and smiled.

And
diction,
altar

it

he had robed for Beneand stood at the foot of the
did not surprise him at all

after

the organ suddenly pealed
under a hand more expert than
any hand ever before to touch it at
Our Lady of the Snows. Or that
the male voice chanting in exquisite

that

forth,

Latin was familiar enough for him
to be thankful that his faith allowed
him latitude to accept the impossible.

O salutaris Hostia,
Quae

coeli

pandis ostium.

And up in the organ loft, down
behind the organist, where he fervently hoped that he could not be
seen. Canon Havilland shifted disdamp

tastefully in his

clothes,

and

marvelled at the aptness of the Latin
words he sang:
Bella premunt

Da rohur

fer

fiostilia;

auxuium.

.

.

.

The Artist
• Marion Schoeberlein

He

can paint a single leaf

and make that

leaf

so green, so young,

so beautifully alive

You hear
In

its

rustle

the picture.

He

can surpass

all

poenns

about the snow.
By searching out one crystal
to impress upon your
heart and mind

With
The

it like

artist

is

—you

will

wrestle

a symphony.

untamed

because of so much beauty
in his heart,

he knows millenium
of apple bough and orchid,
Washes reality clean with the water

Of

genius on his brush

His easel

comes

.

alive to

the world from

.

.

metamorphosize

pain.
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